Neck Circumference as Useful Marker of Obesity and Its Correlation with Triglyceride Levels
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Abstract—Hypertriglyceridemia is a risk factor for metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular disease. Obesity often has a correlation with hypertriglyceridemia. Neck circumference (NC) is an anthropometric method of measuring upper body obesity. It is easy to use, innovative and time-saving. The aim of this study was to determine the relationship between NC and body mass index (BMI) as an useful marker of obesity and its correlation with triglyceride levels.

The study was an analytical cross-sectional study. The subjects were 139 students of the Faculty of Medicine, University of Sumatera Utara, with inclusion and exclusion criteria. Height was measured with a microtoise, weight was measured with digital scales and NC was measured using a tape measure. Triglyceride levels were measured using the cobas 600, series 501. Analysis of data was done using SPSS software. In the study of 139 subjects, the BMI, NC and triglyceride levels were 26.25 kg/m², 35.04 cm, 81.74 mg/dl. Pearson's correlation coefficients indicated a significant association between NC and BMI r = 0.576; p=0.000, and NC with blood triglyceride r = 0.399; p=0.000.

This study shows NC measurements can be used as identification of obesity and have correlation with triglyceride levels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Triglycerides are the result of lipid metabolism, which serves as a source of energy for the body and also create cell membranes [1]. A high level of triglycerides in the blood, called hypertriglyceridemia, is a risk factor for cardiovascular disease and metabolic syndrome [2].

There is an indirect correlation between the elevation of triglyceride levels and cardiovascular risk, evidenced by the elevation of triglycerides in the first 5 years that leadsto the incidence of cardiovascular disease in the next 5 years [3]. Hypertriglyceridemia prevalence will increase along with the increasing degree of obesity [4], [5].

Obesity is an accumulation of excessive fat tissue in the body. Hypertriglyceridemia is an obese children will increase the incidence of metabolic syndrome in adulthood [6]. Screening for obesity is one way of early prevention of the risk of hypertriglyceridemia.

Anthropometric measurement is one of the simplest ways to screen obesity. Body Mass Index (BMI) is one of the most frequent anthropometric measurements used to assess obesity. However, this measurement is not accurate in particular situations.

The measurement of neck circumference (NC) as an index of upper body obesity is a simple screening measure to identify excess weight/obesity. This technique is easy, innovative and time-saving. Research on NC states that the neck is a subcutaneous fat deposit, so NC measurement is considered as a good parameter in determining the risk of diseases associated with elevated levels of lipids, such as cardiovascular disease [7]. Another study found that there was relationship between NC and the incidence of metabolic syndrome [8].

Due to the simplicity and effectiveness of NC in detecting obesity related to subcutaneous fat deposit, it is necessary to study more about the application of these anthropometric measurements and their relationship with triglyceride levels.

II. METHODS

This study was conducted after obtaining approval from the Ethics Commission. The subjects were students of the Faculty of Medicine, University of Sumatera Utara in 2016, and aged 16-23 years. They were asked to fill out and sign an
informed consent after being given an explanation about the purpose and benefits of the research.

The study design was an analytical cross-sectional study. The criteria for the inclusion of respondents in this study were that they were not currently taking lipid-lowering drugs (for 3 days prior to blood sampling); were not suffering from goiter disease, a thyroid tumor or enlarged lymph nodes; there were no abnormalities in the neck which could interfere with the measurement of neck circumference; and they were willing to be the subjects of the research. The criteria for the exclusion of respondents in this study were that they were not come to the NC measurement, blood sampling and were withdrawn from the research.

Anthropometric measurements like height was measured with a microtoise, weight was measured with digital scales, BMI was calculated using weight in kg divided by height in m2. NC was measured using standard measuring tape, ONEMED, close to 0.1 cm. The NC measurement in female respondents was located between the mid cervical spine and the mid anterior neck, whereas the measurement in men was just below the laryngeal prominence (Adam's apple) or thyroid cartilage. The measurement of the respondents' anthropometric parameters, blood triglyceride levels in the research were conducted at the USU Hospital after fasting for at least 8-12 hours. The measurement of triglyceride levels was made using a cobas 600 series 501.

Data were analyzed by univariate testing (subject characteristics, BMI, neck circumference and triglyceride levels) and the Pearson bivariate correlation test (NC relationship with weight, BMI and triglyceride levels) using SPSS 14.0 for windows. A curves caterplot test was done to identify the patterns of the relationships among the variables.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Of the 139 students who were willing to participate as student research respondents the gender distribution was 55 men and 84 women, with the characteristic mean of age was 19.20± 1.08. The mean differences in weight, BMI, NC and triglyceride levels were: 20.27 ± 69.43, 26.26 ± 5.81, 35.04 ± 4.37, 81.75 ± 56.36 Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n=139</th>
<th>Mean± SD (Range)</th>
<th>Correlation (r) of NC with</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (year)</td>
<td>19.20±1.08 (16, 23)</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Weight (kg)</td>
<td>69.43±20.27 (40, 133)</td>
<td>0.763**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>26.26±5.81 (16.41, 44.37)</td>
<td>0.579**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglyceride (mg/dL)</td>
<td>81.75±56.36 (32.0, 454.0)</td>
<td>0.390**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC (cm)</td>
<td>35.04±4.37 (21.50, 47.00)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test results obtained a normal distribution of data. The Pearson correlation test showed no significant correlation (p=0.051) between NC and age. Obesity as nutrition problems, increase after the age of 30 years. Respondents in this study were young adults with a similar age between 16-23 years (whose ages were not very different). This allowed the presence of a non-significant correlation between NC and age in this study.

This study showed a close and significant correlation between NC and body weight (p = 0.000), with a pearson correlation value of 0.763. These results are illustrated in Figure 1.

The value of a positive correlation between these two variables showed a unidirectional relationship. If the weight increases, there is an increase in NC. The research is consistent with the research in
Brazil, which shows the correlation between NC and weight gain in children [9]. Body weight is the result of an increase or decrease in the body's existing network. Excessive weight is a major factor in obesity. The weakness of weight measurement being an obesity index is that it does not describe the distribution of the body fat. Another anthropometric measurement is needed to determine the distribution of body fat, in addition to weight measurement, that can determine the risks of excess body fat against certain metabolic diseases.

A strong correlation was also seen in the relationship between NC and BMI ($r = 0.579, p = 0.000$), and it has positive direction, which means that if the NC increases the value of the BMI also increases (Figure 2).

![Fig 2. Scatter plot showing correlation (r) of neck circumference (NC, cm) and body mass index (BMI, kg/m²)](image)

The present data are in accordance with Naliato et al [9] regarding BMI, which significantly correlated with waist and NC. Lou et al [10] also regarding the significance of correlations between neck circumference and BMI.

Anthropometric measurement is one of the simplest methods of screening for obesity. BMI is one of the most frequent anthropometric measurements used to assess obesity. The drawback of this measurement is that it is not accurate in certain conditions, such as an athletic build often being categorized as obese, while fat in the elderly is not taken into consideration. Determination of percentile values and the use of tables in determining the classification of BMI in children are also reasons for measuring the NC to identify obesity [11], [12].

Another drawback of BMI measurement is that it is unable to assess the distribution of fat accumulations in the body, and NC is one index of upper body fat distribution or upper body obesity. The advantages of the NC index showed a small error compared to the indices of other parameters and it can also be used as an easy and inexpensive obesity screening [11], [12].

The correlation of NC and triglyceride levels in this study showed that there is significant correlation ($p = 0.000, r = 0.390$), the direction of which is also positive (Figure 3).

![Fig 3. Scatter plot showing correlation (r) of neck circumference (NC, cm) and triglyceride (mg/dl)](image)

Vallianou et al [13] found similar results in adults, suggesting that NC is a powerful indicator of atherogenic dyslipidemia above and beyond the central obesity indicators.

Subcutaneous neck fat as part of the upper body can release free fatty acids in large amounts. Fat tissue lipolysis is instrumental in increasing free fatty acids, so if the increase of free fatty acids is in excess, it can lead to increased levels of triglycerides in the blood [14]. The elevation of triglyceride levels is the primary risk factor for cardiovascular disease [15]. The activity of lipolysis at the NC has become one of the mechanisms that explains the relationship between NC and the risk of
cardiovascular disease. It explains how the NC can also be used as a predictor of the risk of cardiovascular disease.

Another study explains that individuals with abnormal NC will have a risk of elevated levels of triglycerides that can lead to metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular disease [16, 17].

IV CONCLUSION
The results of this study indicate that NC as a parameter for upper-body anthropometry has a strong positive and significant correlation with weight and BMI. There is also a positive correlation between NC and triglyceride levels so that the measurement of NC can be used as an index of obesity and an indicator of cardiovascular disease.
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